
THREE TOUGH WAGONS TO FIT YOUR NEEDS.
Now you can choose from three different-capacity farm wagons to
suityour needs from hauling gram to forage boxes.
MAXIMUM STABILITY ..,You get a balanced load across all kinds
of terrain with extra-wide tread widths, from 70 to 75 inches.
MAXIMUM MANEUVERABILITY ...The short turning radius and
automotive-type steering of these wagons lets you pull them
through tight spots with ease.
MAXIMUM SPEED . . . Large, heavy-duty spindles with
tapered roller wheel bearings provide a rugged foundation for all
ofyour hauling needs.

EVERY NEW IDEA.

where the whole idea means betterperformance
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LONG REACH,
IRMANCE!
177 FLIGHT ELEVATOR

NEW IDEA FARM WAGONS
GET THE JOB DONE!

THERE'S A GOOD IDEA BEHIND

SEE DEALERS BELOW AND ON OPPOSITE PAGE
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t to elevate, the Avco New Idea Flight Elevator can
orn, shelled corn, baled hay, beans, small grain or
ivailable in the length you need from 31 to 51 feet,
gular and long trucks feature a96 inch wide tread
3 stability. All sections are made of galvanized steel
eel angles at overlapping joints for extra strength.

Choose from PTO, gas or electric motor drive.
It's the flight elevator designed for big capacity

8 - TON
10 - TON

Here’s a rugged new high capacity Forage Blower that’s easy to set up, easy to
position and easy to transport It can blow 100 tons of silage or 70 tons of
haylage, to the top of your highest silo m just an hour

You’ll like the ease of attaching this Forage Blower to your tractor drawbar
It’s so well balanced that it can be hitched up in seconds

The hopper is angled into the fan to assure a smooth and constant infeed of
material Six fan blades, 54 inches in diameter, whisk the material upward at a
speed exceeding 125 feet a second

A flow control device encloses the center of the fan to virtually eliminate
material carryover. Adjusting fan blade tip clearance is quick and convenient

Rugged, top quality construction throughout this Forage Blower is your
assurance of long, trouble-free service Operating efficiency is buift right in.
Sealed bearings are used for minimum maintenance. And other features are
designedwith you in mind

Take the adjustable A-frame hitch. It makes it quick, easy and safe to level the
feed hopper, regardless of drawbar height, even on an uneven surface

Also, it’s simple to match the hopper height to the forage box or other hauling
unit. Two wheel settings give you a choice of heights, or you can remove the
wheels for the lowest hopper level The hopper’s low profile lets you drive m
close with nearly any make of unloading box
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